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INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet is prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation for the Committee on Finance Subcoinmitt.e.e on Taxation
and Debt Management hearing scheduled :for St>ptcmber 23, 1982, on
S. 232 (relating to the tax consequences of the ra.temaking accounting
treatment of accelerated depreciation and investment credit for public
utility property).
The first part of the pamphlet is a summary df present law and the
bill scheduled for the hearing: S. 232 (introduced by Senators Hayakawa and Cranston). The second part of this pamphlet is a more de-,
tailed description of present law and the bill.
(1)

I. SUMMARY
For property placed in service after 19'80, public utilities .generally
are allowed the investment credit and accelerated cost recovery only
if the benefits of the investment credit and accelerated cost recovery
are normalized for ratemaking purposes. For property pla-ced in
service before 1981, similar rules apply to investment cred.its and
accelerated depreciation, hut certain companies are exempted :from
the normalization requirement. Normalization generally requires that
tax benefits be taken into account :for ratemaking purposes over the
service life of the asset that generates the benefits.
Subject to certain exceptions for grandfathered companies, normalization rules for accelerated depreciation were imposed in 1969. Subject to the same general grandfather exceptions, normaJization rules
for the investment credit were imposed in 1971. Except as provided
in certain transition rules, the normalization rules were made mandatory and more comprehensive for property placed in service after 1980.

S. 232-Senators Hayakawa and Cranston
N01·rnalization Requirements for Public Utility Property and
Special Transition Rule
The bill would restate and make more specific the normalization
rules relating to the investment credit ( sec. .46 (f) and accelerated
depreciation (sec. 167(]) ). It is anticipated that the bill will be
amended to make corresponding amendments to the normalization
ruJes for accelerated cost ·recovery ( sec. 168 ( e) ( 3) ) . The bill would
also give the Treasury Tupartment specific authority to provide
regulations setting fourth conditions under which ratemakin.g projections and adjustments are inconsistent with the normalization rules.
The amendments generally would apply to taxa:ble years beginning
after December 31, 1979.
The bill would also provide a special transition rule. Under the
special rule a ratemaking projection or adiustment thfl,t violated the
normalization requirements would not- result in a public utility's loss
of eligibility for the investment credit or accelerated depreciation i:f
the projection or adjustment (1) applied for a period endin~ before
March 1, 1980, (2) was incJudecl in an orrler entered bv a public service or public u!ility commission before March 13, 1980, and (3) was
used to determme the amount o:f rates which were ordered to be collected or refunds which were ordered to be made.
In 1980, the Committee considered H.R. 6806 ( 96th Congress) ,
which contained the same provis:ions as S. 232, and fa,vorably reported
H.R. 6806 but that bill was not acted on by the Senate in the 96th
Congress.
On Sept.ember 20, 19'82, the House passed H .R. 1524, which contains
the same provisions as S. 232 with certain technical amendments.
(3)

II. PRESENT LAW AND DESCRIPTION OF BILLS
A. Present Law
In general
Generally, utility regulatory commissions allow a utility to charge
customers so that the utility can colleet enough revenues to cover its
cost of gervjce. The cost of service jncludes annual operating expenses
and annual capital expenses. Operating expenses include expenses
such as labor, fuel, State and local tuxes~ and Federal income taxes.
Capital expenses include an annual depreciation charge for operating
assets and a rate of return on the utility's rate base ( the basis of its
operating assets).
Accelerated depreciation methods, accelerated cost recovery, and
investment credits were enacted to encourn.ge higher rates of investment in new and replacement property. By reducing the initial cost of
equipment or permitting a more rapid recovery of capital, these investment incentives increase the estimated after-tax rate of return from
the asset.
For investments in public utility property, there are two general
ways a utility regulatory commission cn.n account for the benefits of
accelerated deprecia,tion, accelerated cost recovery, and investment
credits in setting utility rates. One way, flow-through accounting,
treats these benefits as a current reduction in Federal income tax expense. Thus, current operating expenses a.re. reduced and the benefit
is flowed through to the current utility customers. A second way, normalization accounting, treats these benefits as a reduction in capita.I
expenses. As a reduction in capital expense, the benefits are still flowed
through to customers. However, because the benefits are flowed through
as reduced depreciation charges or returns on reduced rate base, they
are flowed through to customers over the service life of the asset that
generated the tax benefit. Thus, under norma.lization accounting, the
benefit of redu~ed capital expe.nses for a specific capital investment is
enjoyed, l;>y all the utility customers who pay the capital expenses of the
investmen,t.
Accelerated depreciation and accelerated cost recovery
When accelerated depreciation ,vas provided under the 1954 Code,
there were no special provisions relating to the rate.making treatment
of accelerated depreciation for regulated utilities. The stated congressional intent was to stimulate the economy by fostering capital fornmtion. However, because, Federal income tax expense represents an element of cost of service for rate.nm.king purposes, some regulatory
agencies treated the reduction in current ta.x liability resulting from
·accelerated depreciation as a curre11t reduction in cost of service and
therefore flowed it through to customers cunently as lower rates. This
practice, which is known as "flow-tlnongh' 1 ratemaking, meant that
accelerated de:preciation would in·ovide no investment incentive.
(4:)
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In response to what Congress saw as an undesirable trend toward
flow-through ratema.king, Code. section 167 was amended a.s part of
the_ Tax Reform Act of 1969. Under Code section 167 (1), a utility
which had not previously used accelerated depreciation for Federal
tax purposes could thereafter use accelerated depreciation only ( 1) if
the utility used a "normalization,, method of accounting in its books
of account and (2) if the regulatory agency used a normalization
method of setting rates. 1
Code section 167 ( l) ( 3) ( G) provides that:
"In order to use a normalization method of accounting with
respect to any public utility property" (i) the taxpayer must use the same method of depreciation to
compute both its tax expense and its depreciation expense for purposes of establishing its cost of service for ratemaking purposes
and for reflecting operating results in its regulated books of account, and
1
' (ii) if, to compute its allowance for depreciation under this
section, it. uses a method of. depreciation other than the method it
used for the purposes described in clause (i), the taxpayer must
make adjustments to a reserve to reflect the deferral of taxes resulting from the use of such different methods of depreciation."
The Treasury Regulations (§ 1.167 (1)-1 (h)) inte1·pret this section
defining normalization to require that : ( 1) a utility's tax expense for
ratcmaking purposes must be computed as though straight-time depreciation were being used for tax purposes; (2) the full amount of the
deferred taxes (i.e., the difference between tax expense computed first
using accelerated and then using straight-line depreciation) must be
reflected in a reserve and thus be available for capital investment; and
( 3) the regulatory agency may not exclude from the rate base an
amount greater than the amount of the reserve for the period used in
determining the tax expense as part of cost of service. The Treasury
Regulations (§ 1.167(a)-ll(b) (6)) also interpret section 167(1) as
requiring that, in addition to the benefits of accelerated methods of
depreciation, some or all of the benefits of shortened useful lives
under the ADR system must be normalized.
Thus, a normalization method of accounting results in the benefits
o~ the tax deferrals from accelerated depreciation being reflecte4 in
the rates charged to customers as a reduction in capital expenses over
the period of tax deferral.
In geneml, these rules apply to publ:i:c uti'lity property used in a public utility
acthity. Property is puulic utility property, if, during any period, it is used predominantly in ,l public utility activity. Public utility ·activities to which the devreciwtion met'l1od limitations apply means the tracle or bus~ness of furnishing
or selling :
(1) Electrical energy, ,vater, or sewage disposal services;
(2) Gas or steam through a local distribution sy;stem;
( 3) Telephone services ;
(4) Other··commtmication services (whether or not telephone services)
if furnished or sold by the Communications Satellite Corporation for purposes authorized by tbe Communications Satellite Act of 1962 ( 47 U.S.C.
701) ; or
(5) Transportation of ga:s or steam by pipeline-, if the rates, for the fur~
nishing or sale, are· established or approved by certain Tegulatory bodies.
1
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By allowing utilities to use a.ccelerated depreciation only if normaliza.tion were followed, Congress had two principal objectives: first, to
assure that the deferred taxes derived from accelerated depreciation
would be available to the utilities as investment capital until paid to
the Treasury and, second, to avoid the additional loss of Federal tax
revenues that it believed would result because flow-through ratemaking would reduce utility profits.
When Congress enacted the accelerated cost recovery system
(ACRS) in the. Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA), it
decided that the full benefits of ACRS should be normalized by all
public utilities. Therefore, except as provided in a special transition
rule for rate orders issued before enactment of ERTA, all public utilities are required to normalize the tax benefits of ACRS accelerated
depreciation, shortened useful lives, salvage value rules, and placed-inservice averaging conventions.

lllvestment tax credit
When Congress restored the investment tax credit in 1971, it provided that the investment credit for public utility property generally
would not be available if the credit was flowed through to utility customers at a rate :faster than that permitted under one of two optional
normalization rules. However, utilities permitted to use flow-through
accounting for the benefits of accelerated depreciation under the
grandfather rules of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 were also permitted
to use flow-through accounting for the investment tax credit if they
made an affirmative election. In the Revenue Act of 1975, Congress
increased the amount of the credit for public utility property that
could be used to offset tax liability and increased the amount of the
eredit :for public utility property :from 4 percent to 10 percent. For
this additional credit, flow-through accounting was not permitted to
the grandfathered utilities unless the utility made a new affirmative
election.
When Congress revised the investment tax credit provisions in the
Ecnomic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, it generally repealed the flowthrough exception for all property placed in service after 1980. Thus,
except as provided in a transition rule for rate orders issued before
enactment of ERTA, all public utilities must use one of two normaliz}1tion methods to account for investment credits for public utility
property placed in service after 1980.
·
The two optional normalization rules o:£ section 46 ( f) are known
as the rate base reduction rule and the ratable flow-through rule. Both
of these normalization rules permit some of the benefit of the investment tax credit to be flowed-through to utility customers as a reduction in capitaJ expense. Taxpayers generally are subiect to the rate
base reduction rule unless they made an e1ection in 1972 to be subject
to the ratable flow-through rule or, if eligible, made an election to use
flow-through accounting. For a limited group of utilities, gas pipe]jne companies, a special election also was available in 1972 that prohibited any flow-through o:f the credit, either as a reduction in current
operating expense or a reduction in capital expense over the service
life of the qualifying property.
.
Under the rate base reduction rule, some of the benefits of the mvestment tax credit may be flowed through to utility customers as a reduc-
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tion to capital expense by excluding the credit :from the utility's rate
base. In this wn.y, the utility customers are not required to pay a rate of
return to the utility on the part of the cost of equipment that w~
paid for, in effect by the investment tax credit. HowE:ver, 1mder this
rule, no other adjustment may be made to the operatmg expenses or
capital expenses included in the utility's cost of service. Th1;1-s, no adjustment 1s perm~tted to be made, by reason o_f ~he credit, to ~he
utility's Federal mcome tax expense or depreciation allowance included in its cost of service. The utility, therefore, is allowed to retain
the use of the credit as capital and is allowed to include in its cost of
service a depreciation allowance for the part of the equipment cost
paid for, in erfect, by the mvestment credit.
Under the ratable flow-through rule, the benefits of the investment
tax credit may be shared with utility customers by denying any depreciation allowance in the utility's cost of service for the part of the
equipment eost that was paid for, in effect, by the investment credit.
Under this rule, no additional adjustment may be made by reason of
the credit to the utility's opera.ting expenses or capital expenses included in its cost of service. The utility, therefore, is allowed to retain
the use of the credit as capital and is allowed to include in its cost of
service a rate of return on the part of equipment cost paid for, in effect,
by the investment credit.
Projections, estimates, and adjustments
The application of the depreciation and investment tax credit normalization rules has generated considerable controversy and uncertainty, due in part to the nature of the ratemaking process. In setting
utility rates, it is customa.ry to use a "test period" as a, surtogate for
the period when utility rates will actually be collected. Based on the
experience of the test period (investment levels, operating expenses,
etc.) appropriate rates are established. In some jurisdictions, adjustments are made to tJhe test period experience to reflect expected cha.nges
in the future relationships between investments, expenses, and revenues. An example of such an adjustment would be a change in the
Federal income tax rate to take effect after the close of the test period.
The proper application of the normalization rules with respect to
the use of adjustments, estimates, and projections has been especially
controversial in California. Prior to 1969, the California Public Utilities Commission generally required utilities under its jurisclicton to
flow through the tax benefits of accelerated depreciation to customers
immediately. However, in accordance with Code provisions making
the use of accelerated depreciation elective, Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Compnny and General Telephone Company of California, the
telephone companies under the Commission's jurisdiction, did not elect
to take accelerated depreciation for Federal tax purposes. In a 1968
decision, the Commission found that it was imprudent for the companies to use straight-line depreciation for Federal tax purposes, and
the Commission set rates as if accelerated depreciation had been elected
and flowed through the tax benefits of this imputed accelerated depreciation to t.he customers. This 1968 decision was modified by the
Commission in 1970 to allow the companies to elect accelerated depreciation w~th n<?rmaljzation as prescribed by the Code. However, in
1971 the California Supreme Court annulled the 1970 decision on the
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grounds that (1) the 1968 decision did not have to be modified because of the intervening passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 rules
requiring that public utilities ( other than public utilities whic.h had
previously used accelerated depreciation and flowed it through to their
customers) could elect accelerated depreciation only if the benefits
of such depreciation were normalized and (2) other methods of normalization should have been considered.
After protracted litigation (including three: more decisions of the
California Supreme Court and two unsuccessful petitions for certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court), the Commission entered an order
which requires the telephone companies to use certain methods of
accounting to measure the amount of the ben~fits from accelerated
depreciation and the investment credit that are to be shared with the
utility customers.
The Internal Revenue Service has issued private letter rulings that
take the position that these methods do not comply with the normalization requirements. The IRS has asserted deficiencie:-; :for some of the
taxable years in issue. As a result, these telephone companies are faced
with a situation in which they may be deemed ineligible to claim accelerated depreciation and the investment tax credit even though the
a.Jlowance of these benefits has alreia.dy been reflected in reduced rates
or refunds to utility customers. Another California utility ( Southern
California Gas Company) apparently has a similar problem relating
to the manner in which the investment tax credit may be taken into
account in establishing a utility's rate of return.
It is understood that the California Public Utility C01nmission has
not required the use of these controversial accounting methods £or any
neriod after March 1, 1980.
-

B. Issues
The principal issues raised by the bill are (1) whether it is appropriate to provide a transitional rule that would exempt ut.1lities from the
normalization requirements of present law for accounting periods that
euded prior to March 1, 1980, if the utilities userl aecounting methods
which were P.rescribe.d by order of a State or locul government public
service or utility. commission and (2) ,vhether it is appropriate to make
the normalization rules more specific in a manner generally based on
current Treasury regulations.
One subsidiary issue raised by the bill is whether the complete forgiveness of tax.in .the transition .1\ule is appropriate or whether some
sort of "pen~lty". should ,b e imposed. Another subsidiary issue is
whether the cut..:off. date in the transitional rule is appropriate.
1

C. Description of S. 232

Explanation ·of Provisions
The -bill contains t-w..o amendments to the normalization rules which
do not materially change tlie substance of present law as that law is
interpreted by Treasury regulations. It also contains a special rule
applicable fu periods··prior to :March 1, 1980, a.nd designed to ibenefit
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company (a subsidiary of A.T. &
T.), General Telephone Company of California (a subsidiary of Gen-
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eral Telephone & Electronics Corporation) , and Southern California
Gas Company.

Accele1·ated depreciation and accelerated cost recovery
The-bill would add a new provision (Code sec. 167 (1) (3) (H)) whi~h
clari~es the present d~fini tion of the normalization met~o~ of. accounting (mCodesec.167(1) (3) (G)) foraccelerateddeprM1ationmamanner which general1y :follows the interpretation 0£ this provision now
contained in Treasury regulations.
This added provision generally provides that normalization is not
complied with if, for rate.making purposes, a procedure_or adjustment
is employed which uses estimates or projections of the taxpayer's tax
expense, depreciation expense, or reserve for deferred-taxes unless these
estimates and projections are also used in determining the other two
su0h items and the rate base.
The Treasury would also be given authority to prescribe regulatiqns
which define other procedures and adjustments which are inconsistent
with normalization. This specific authority to prescribe r~aulations is
not intended to limit the Treasury's normal authority to interpret, by
regulations or otherwise, these new Code provisions or existing Code
provisions relating to normalization.
This provision is intended to make it clear that California's so-called
"Average Annual Adjustment" method (and any other similar met~F
od) 0£ making adjustments for ratema;king purposes does not comply
with the normalization requirements o:f Code sMtion 167 (1) ( 3) ( G).
The new Code provision to be added by the bill (Code sec. 167 (1) ( 3)
(H)) specifies only one manner in which the normalization rules may
be violated. Thus, compliance with this provision is a necessary but not
exclusive condition £or eligibility £or accelerated depreciation.
It is anticipated that the bill will be a.mended to make corresponding
amendments to the normalization rules for accelerated cost recovery
(sec. 168 ( e) ( 3 ) ) .

Investment tax c1·edit
The bill would add a ne·w provision (Code sec. 46(£) (10)) to the
rules relating to normalization of the investment tax credit. 'Dhe new
provision generally provides that the normalization rules are not complied with if a procedure or adjustment is employed which uses an
estimate or projection of the taxpayer's qualified investment for purposes 0£ the investment ta.x credit unless such estimate or projection is
consistent with the estimates and projections of property which are
used, :for ratemaking purposes, with respect to the taxpayer's depreciation expense and rate base.
The Treasury Department would also be given authority to prescrrbe
regulations which define other procedures and adjustments which are
inconsistent with the requirements 0£ the rate base method or the ratable flow-through method. This specific authority to prescribe regulations is not intended to limit the Treasury's normal authority to interpret, by re~lations or otherwise, these new Code provisions or existing
Code provisions relating to normalization.
This provision is intended to make it clear that California's so-called
"An~ual Adjustment" method (~d any other similar method) 0£
makmg adJustments for ratemakmg purposes does not comply with
the requirements 0£ Code section 46 ( f).
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The new Code provision to be added by the bill ( new Code sec. 46 ( :f)
(10)) specifies only one manner in which the normalization rules ma.y
be violated. 'I'hus, compliance with this provision is a necessary but nol.,
exclusive condition for eligibility for the investment tax credit.

Special rule for periods prior to March 1, 1980
The bill would provide that violations of the normalization requirements of present law (and of the bill) will not result in a public
utility's loss of eligibility for the investment tax credit or accelerated
depreciation if (a) such violations involved the use of est1mates, projections or adjustments to the taxpayer's rate o-f retnrn and (b) such
estimates, projections, "Or adjustments only applied :for any period
ending prior to March 1, 1980, .and were inclmfo<l in a guaJified order.
For purposes of this special rule, a qualified order is an order o:f a
public utility commission-(1) which was entered before March 13,
1980, (2) which used the estimates, projections, or rate o:f return
adjustments to determine the amount o:f the rates to be collected by
the taxpayers or the amount of a refund with respect to rates previously collected, and ( 3) which ordered such rn.tes to be collected or
refunds to be made ( whether or not such order actual1y was implemented or enforced). Since the special rule would apply to rates which
were determined for periods prior to March 1, 1980, an order may be
n qualified order even i£ it requires that refunds he paid after Mn.rc:h 1,
1980, so long as such refunds are attributable to adjustments to rates
charged prior to that date.
As indicated above, this transitional rule is designed to benefit
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, General Telephone Company of California, and Southern California Gas Company.
Effective Date
The provisions 0£ the bill ( other than the speci~.l rule) generally
would apply to taxable years beginning a:fter December 31, 1979. However, these provisions can be overridden by the special rule :for periods
prior to March 1, 1980.
The bill explicitly vrovides that, in applying the normalization
rules ( Code secs. 46 ( f) and 167 ( 1) ( 3) ) to taxable years beginning
before January 1, 1980, no inference shall be drawn from the amendments to these rules (new Code secs. 46 (:f) (10) anrl 167 (1) (3) (H))
or from the special rule. However, this no inference rule is not intended to limit the relief provided by the special rule.

Revenue Effect
The permanent changes made by the bill would have no revenue
effect assuming that rate orders in effect for periods ending after
March 1, 1980, are in compliance with the normalization rules as to
be revised by the bill.
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If the orders of the California Public Utilities Commission applica.ble prior to March 1. 1980, to the three utilities which would be benefitted by the special rule do not comply with the current normalization
rules in the Code, the special rule in the bill would result in a revenue
loss o:f approximately $2,200 million attributable to accounting periods prior to March 1, 1980. Approximately $117 million of this
amount has been paid into the Treasury and 'may be the subject of
claim for a refund. If the transitional rule is enacted, such amount
would probably be repaid .during fiscal year 1983. The remainder of
the $2,200 million revenue loss generally would occur in the fisc~J year
or years in which determinations of tax liability :for the affected companies would otherwise become final. Such losses would probably
occur in fiscal years after 1981 because of the timing of the audit
process and delays of presumed litigation.
·
If these orders do comply with the current normalization rules, the
special rule in the bill would result in no revenue loss.

Prior Congressional Action
The provisions of S. 232 were considered by the committee in
H.R. 6806 ( 96th Congress), which was rel?orted :favorably in 1980, but
that bill was not acted on by the Senate m the 96th Congress.
Un September 20, 1982, the House passed H.R. 1524, which contains
the same provisions as S. 232 with certain technical amendments.
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